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CODICOGRAPHY AND COMPUTER
A.J. GEURTS, A. GRUIJS, J. VAN KRIEKEN, W.R. VEDER
INTRODUCTION
On 1 August 1980, a research team was formed at the Catholic University
Nijmegen to create a system for description and cataloguing of manuscripts,
the PCC (= FToducing Codicological Catalogues with the Aid of Computers)
project l • under the direction of professors Albert Gruijs (Ancillary Historical Disciplines) and Cees Koster (Informatics); at the end of 1981, they
were joined by professor William Veder (Slavic Philology). They reviewed
all extant methods of manuscript description and cataloguing'. including
all experiences in electronic recording and processing of the relevant data', and decided to create a comprehensive system that would satisfy the
following requirements:
1. not to impose any limitations on either size or diversity of elements of
description, i .c. serve to record, process, retrieve and print data of
any manuscript document in any language;
2. to serve to bridge the gap between codicographer and computer by maximal adaptation of the software to the skills of archivists, historians
and philologists, i . d . by the use of natural language;
3. to produce conventional printed catalogues, both analytical (with all

r~

corded data) and summary (with main data only), with exhaustive indices
on any given feature;

4. to store the descriptions in a data base, accessible for retrieval not
only in place, but also from remote sites through existing network sy~ 297 in Computers and Medieval Data Processing/Informatique et etudes
medievales 13(1983)1 :10.
(2) BOGDANOVIC D. Metod opisa rukopisa u Arheografskom odeljenju Narodne Bi
blioteke SRS u Beogradu. Bibliotekar 20(1968):361-390; COLCKER M.L. The
Cataloguing of Mediaeval Manuscripts. A Review Article. Studies in Medi
eval and Renaissance Culture NS2(1971):165-173; Description et cataloga
ge des manuscrits medievaux. Sofia (CIBAL) 1984; Guide pour l'elaboratI
on d'une notice de manuscrit. Paris (IRHT) 1977 [= Instrukcija po sosta
vleniju opisanija rukopisi. Sofia (CIBAL) 1983]; Instrukcija po opisanI
ju slavjano-russkix rukopisej XI-XIV vv. dlja Svodnogo kataloga rukopisej, xranjascixsja V SSSR. Moskva (Arxeograficeskaja komissija ANSSSR)
1974; JEMOLO V., MORELLI M. Guida a una descrizione catalogra.fica uniforme del manoscritto. Roma 1983; KER N.R. Medieval Manuscripts in Bri-

(1)
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stems;

5. to be portable to any kind of hardware.
In connection chiefly with the second requirement, it was decided to divide the system into two parts, each to be characterized by both its own
hard- and software:
A. Recording of descriptions to be carried out by the codicographer himself
on a PC

preferably portable, for use next to the manuscript in the ar-

in natural language, using the SDDR (Syntax
Driven Data RecoPder) software.
B. Parsing, processing for indexing or retrieval and formatting for printed
chive, library or museum

output or data base storage of the recorded data to be carried out independently of the codicographer on a mainframe computer, using the

compl~

mentary PCC software.
At the end of 1983, a Dutch version of the SDDR recording software was
produced for use on Philips P 2000 and the portable Osborne M 1 PC's under
the CP/M operating system; also, a Dutch user', manual for this part of the
system was produced. At the same time, an extensive description of the codi
cological side of the system was published, the book

codicografie en computer
Nijmeegse codicoZogische cahiers 1)
Nijmegen (AI fa) 1983
the essentials of which are rendered here in parallel English and Russian
text, the examples from Latin and Low German manuscripts being replaced si(=

multaneously by examples from Slavic manuscripts.
At the beginning of 1984, the main components of the complementary PCC
software were available, notably the Parser, the Catalogue Print Program
and the Indexing Programs (separately for indices to texts and to non-textu
al features). This software was designed for mainframe computers type VAX

11-750 or 780. Their portability to other types of hardware cannot be guaranteed.
At the end of 1986, docent Jordan Denev (Sofia State University "Kliment
Ohridski") accompl ished the implementation of the SDDR software on IBM PC
type computers (under US-DOS operating system), the addition to it of a Cyri 11 ic character set and the facility to define other character sets as
well. His version of the SDDR contains both the English and the Russian ba-
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sic text given below.

At present, efforts are being made to enhance the complementary PCC

sof~

ware by a data base system (this work is being pursued by the Centre international d' information sur les sources de l'histore balkanique et

mediterr~

neenne (CIBAL) at Sofia), as well as to update the first versions of the
Parser and the Catalogue Print Program.
Information on the system and its recent developments can be obtained
from

Prof. dr C.H.A. Koster
Sectie Informatica KUN
Toernooiveld 1
6525 ED NIJMEGEN
CDDICDGRAPHY

Even though the term is not new'. it is infrequently used and, therefore,
ideally suited to designate a system for description of manuscripts S , in
which the order of elements is as meaningful, as their concrete contents:
it is the strict ordering which dispenses with the necessity to formalize
or even encode the contents while still ensuring their automatic recognition. For this reason, the visible part of the SDDR software is given the
form of a questionnaire.

For the purpose of both appreciation and discussion of the data recordin system, as well as instruction in its practical application, a full description of the questionnaire is given below. First, all the elements of
the questionnaire are listed, then their contents are commented upon.
The questionnaire contains elements of various features:

1. nodal (high-level, not to be filled in directly) and terminal (directly
to be filled with text, marked (t));
2. basic (forming the basis for the output of a short-title catalogue, not
to be omitted) and complementary (to be filled in as far as possible,
marked?) ;
3. singular and recurrent (with different content, marked *);
4. with conventional text (forming the text of the short-title catalogue,
marked below, but not in the questionnaire, §) and without textual conventions (the formal expressions of the former can always be developed
in the latter, as shown in the commentary to the questionnaire).
The elements of the description are the following (numbers to the right refe r to pages) :
(4) It was used as early as 1908 by the outstanding Dutch codicologist father B. Kruitwagen.
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(5) Or archival documents, or early printed books &c.

CATALOG ENTRY
HEADING
§ 1 Identification(t)
?§ 2 Pars(t)
§ 3 Type(t)
*§ 4 Whatrt)
? 5 Language(t)
? 6 Place of origin(t)
§ 7 Date(t)
? 8 Commentary(t)

10

12
12
12
12
14
14
14

2 CONTENTS
? 1 IDENTIFICATION
14
*
1 UNIT OF IDENTIFICATION
1 Range(t)
2 What(t)
?
3 Feast(t)
?
4 Commentary(t)
?
5 Classification(t)
?
6 Paral1els(t)
2 INVENTORY
14
*
1 UNIT OF TEXT
?
1 Rubric(t)
2 Incipit(t)
?
3 Explicit(t)

3 MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
§ 1 Structure(t)
§ 2 Commentary(t)
? 3 Fol iation(t)
? 4 Pagination(t)
? 5 Qui re formula(t)
? 6 Signatures(t)
? 7 Catchwords(t)
? 8 Watermarks(t)
? 9 Rule of Gregory(t!
? 10 Mise en page(t)
? 11 Ruling(t)
12 Prickings(t)

16
16
16
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
20

?4 SCRI PT
§ 1 Script of text(t)
?§ 2 Hands(t)
? 3 Commentary(t)
4 Glosses(t)
5 Notes(t!

20
20
20
20
20

?
?
?

6 Punctuation(t)
7 Corrections(t)
8 Rubrication(t)
9 Abbreviations(t)
10 Other signs(t)

22
22
22
22
22

?5 ILLUMINATION
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

I General observations(t)

22

2 ELEMENTS OF ILLUMINATION
1 Capitals(t)
2 Cadels(t)
3 Line-fillers(t)
4 Initials(t)
5 Borders(t)
6 Illustrations(t)
7 Calendars(t)
8 Tables(t)

22
22

22
22
22

22
22
22

?6 BINDING
§ 1 Binding sentence(t)
2 BINDING ELEMENTS
1 Cover(t)
?
2 Spine(t)
?
3 Border-edge(t)
4 Infold(t)
5 Headbands(t)
6 Edge(t)
7 Clasps(t)
8 Mounting(t)
9 Pas te-downs (t)
10 Restauration(t)
3 Commentary(t)

?
?

?7 HI STORY
* 1 Colophon(t!
* 2 Subscription(t)
? 3 Commi ss ioner(t)
4 Users(t)
5 Owners(t)
6 User-owners(t)
7 Acquisition(t)

22

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

?8 Evaluation(t!

26

?9 Bibl iography(t)

26

10 References(t)

Completion of the questionnaire (punctuation marks after

26
+

are mandatory):

1 • 1 Iden t i fica t ion

e.g.
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Country, Plaoe, Repository, Bookmark, (Former bookmark), (Catalogue nr),
SU, Moskva, GIM, Sinod ms 1043, (Sinod ms 31d), (Cat nr 16V,
Country abbreviated according to international automobile identification
Plaoe according to locally accepted orthography
Repository in conventional abbreviation or initial letters of the locally accepted designation

Bookma~k

actual designation of collection and subdivision (if possible, abbreviated) and, after the marker ms, number of the item
(without punctuation marks)
NB. If the item number also covers other than manuscript materials,
the marker is placed after the number in parentheses (ms)
Forme~ bookma~k if neccesary, to be indicated like bookma~k
CataLogue n~ if necessary, to be indicated preceded by Cat n~
1.2 Pars
pa~t Cl. P~t

of convoLute (e) of y p~t8.
of convoLute (c. 18ab) of 2 p~ts.
a sequential number of part to be described
e if the composition is not accidental, o~ganised can be indicated
here; the dating of the composition can be indicated as well (cf.
below 1. 7)
y total number of different parts
NB. If the item is no convolute and 1.2 left void, 1.1 is terminated
by a point.
1.3 Type
Type, p~eservation, materiaL, 0 ff. £(~), height x ~idth mm.
e.g. L ~ ms, ~ith defects in beginning and middLe, re8to~ed, p~chment,
266 ff. 1 0 (IV), 336x248 mm.
Type of manuscript and text can be indicated by terms like iLLuminated
ms, L~ ms, musicaL ms, pecia ms, autograph, draft or notebook
etc.
e.g.

p~t

2.

Pa~t

Preservation of manuscript and text can be indicated by terms like f~ag
ment, mutiLated, resto~ed, ~ith defects (places can be indicated),
~ith dist~bances in orde~ing (places can be indicated), ~ithout beginning or end
total number of leaves incl. fly-leaves
£ bibliographic format (cf. below 3.1)
~ predominant quire structure
NB. 1.3 is a summary of 3.1-3.5 (cf. below)
1.4 What
Author, TitLe or TypoLogicaL designation, particuLars, (T~aditionaL
name and/or "SeLf-designation") .
e.g. Athanasius Sinaita, Quaestiones et ~esponsiones, ~ith additionaL texts
at beginning and end, (Izbornik SVjatosLava 1073 g. "S7bor7 ot7 mnog7
oc//6. t7Lkovanije 0 nerazoum6niix7 sLoves6x7. v7 e4aggeLii i ap//Leh.
i v7 inehx7 knigax7. v7k~at7ceh s7Loshen7 na pam8t6. i na gotov7 ot7veht7") .
Author and TitLe of the manuscript, or at least its main part, are given
in accordance with the conventional, primarily Latin, terminology ac-

cepted in textual science
TypoLogicaL designation as general and succinct as possible
ParticuLars of unlimited length can be added, but without punctuation
NB. A detailed survey of contents can be given in 2.1-2.2 (cf.below)
1.5 Language
Designation ~ith possibLe definition.
~.g. OLd Russian, copy f~om OLd BuLga~ian.
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The completion is not bound by rules, but it is not recommended to give

a detailed description of linguistic features; they will be evident
if sufficient text is recorded (cf. below 2.2).
1.6 Place of origin
Place of origin (of the given part) of the ms.
e.g. ET, Sinai, S.Catherine'.q Monastery.

Place cf. above 1.1
~B. If no data, other than the language, are available as to the origin of the ms, 1.6 is left void
1 .7 Date

C. n8 (particulars).
e.g.

C. 11c ("1073").

n century in arabic numerals, preceded by C.
8 if necessary, quarter century in letters a-d or half century in com
binations ab, bc, cd; broader dates can be given by using a dash,e.g. 11-12, 11d-12a etc.
Partioulars can be dates with or without the prepositions (not) before, (not) after; erroneous dates given in the ms are marked by •
and, if possible, corrected, e.g. ("1492'" before nBB)

1.8 Commentary
Here can be indicated the basis for the localization (cf. above 1.6)
and the dating (cf. above 1.7) or the presence of parts of the
same ms in other mss (according to 1.1 above), without restrictions.
2.1 IDEtlTlFICATION
2.1.1 Range
1.
2. 1.2 What
What.
2.1.3 Feast
K.
2.1.4 Commentary
Commentary .
2.1.5 Classification
A~.
2.1.6 Parallels
V.
e.g. 16-100
Anastasius Sinaita, Quaestiones et responsiones 1-20.
CPG 7746:1-2.
SU, L'viv, LMUI, F 4B9, pp.71-257.
1 sequential number or numbers of the text to be identified
What cf. above 1.4
K feast, saint and, for immovable feasts, date to which the text per-

tains

Commentary on quality and structure of the text
A designation of repertory used for identification
~ class and number according to the repertory
V identification of parallels (according to 1.1 above)
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2.2 INVENTORY
2.2.1 Rubric
~, Rubrio.
2.2.2 Incipit
1~, Inoipit of text.
2.2.3 Explicit
~,Explioit of text.
e.g. F.27b, Anastasijevi ot7vehti. protivou nanesen61im7 jemou. ot7vehtom7.
neh ot? kak61ix7 pravovehr6n61ix? 0 raslich6n61ix7 gZavisnax7. v7pros7 ch6to jest6 snamenije. s7v6rshenaa(10 =lstiana. oh/t/veh/t/.
16 f.2?b, Vehra prava. i dehla bl//goch6stiva. xr1stian7 bo je istov61i dom7 xr1stosov?

F.27c, okradet6 dom7 dsh//6n61i ti. i bodet6 ti posLehd6nJaja gor6sha p6rv61x7.
c f. above 2. I
number of folio (preceded by f.) or page (preceded by p.) and letter to mark side or column
Rubric if possible, quoted in full
Incipit without restrictions on length, but as a rule no longer than
I
~

one line

ExpLicit as incipit, but as a rule without a final doxology
NB. The inventory can be regarded as the invariable, and the identification as the variable part of the description of the contents

3.1 Structure
e.g.

MateriaL, Leaf-fo1'f'f1ULa, E(r;), OX'll mrn, p mrn.
Parchment, (2)+266+(2), [o(IV), 336x248 mm, 0,1 mm.
MateriaL of the book block, without the fly-leaves (if the material
varies: first the predominant, after + the other, e.~. paper +
parchment; if parchment (outer bifolia) and paper (inner bifolia)
are equally used in quires, the conjunction and should be used,
e.g. parchment and paper)
Leaf-fo1'f'f1ULa number of leaves in the book block, separated by + from
the number of fly-leaves in parentheses (cut fly-leaves in brackets [])
NB. If leaves from the first or last auire of the book block are used
as pate-downs on the covers, they ~re counted as part of the block
£ bibliographical format:
or 1° more than 26 cm, 4° up to 26 cm,
8° un to 20 cm height
r; predominant quire structure in bifolia in Roman numerals (in case
of large variation: maximal and minimal size, separated by a
dash, e.g. VI-II)
o mean hight of folia (in case of large variation preceded by ca.)
'II mean width of folia
(in case of large variation preceded by ca.)
p thickness of folia (in case of large variation: maximum and minimum thickness, separated by a dash)

ro

3.2 Commentary
The completion is not bound by rules
NB. If 3.2 is completed, 3.1 is terminated by a comma and the point
is transferred to the end of 3.2

3.3 Fol iation
3.4 Pagination
e.g.
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With what, 0, pLace on the page, dating. Commentary.
In ink in CyriLLic, 1-104 (=4-107), in Lower right corner, 16th c.;
in ink, 4-7;9-12,14-16,8,13,17-117,149-152,122-148,118-121,153-266,
in upper right corner, 19th c. Renewed in
in penciL?, ?-11, on Lower margin, 20th c.;
in ink with obLiteration of earLier numbers, 8-16,118-121,149-152,
in upper right corner, 1983. Made during the restauration of the ms.
a sequence of numbers at the moment of description (particulars on
disturbances can be aiven in the commentary)
NB. Data are given for every separate numbering; the point after the
commentary can then be replaced by a semicolon;

3.5 Quire formula
TI~ particulars; TI~ particuZars etc. Commentary.
~.g. 1; 118 Zacks 4 and 5; 218 lacks 1-2 and 7-8; 3-1618; 1718 Zacks 6;
18 Zacking; 19-3518.
number of quire or quires
composition of quire in halves of bifolia; special mention is made
of single leaves, ~.g. 116 + leaf after 5, i.e. there is a loose
leaf between the last tl.a leaves of the quire
NB. This formula was developed by N.R.KER. Catalogue of Manuscripts
Containing Anglo-Saxon. Oxford 1957:xxii-xxiii (Collation)

T
~

3.6 Signatures
3.7 Catchwords
Attestation, place, hand and dating of quire signatures and catchwords (from the beginning of the next quire on the last page of the
preceding) can be recorded according to the model of 3.3-3.4 above
3.8 Watermarks
e.g.

f;, All; u. Mark, corrrnentary.
Cf. Laucevicius nr.3687, nr.3683, nr.3699; be~een chain-lines 4 and
5 (Z), [.10+16N{]5)+12, 9 L l./em. Boar, 1566, 1559, 1571.
~

folia of the ms with the given mark (omitted, if the entire ms is
made of the same paper)
A after cf. designation of the repertory used for identification
class and number according to the repertory
watermark formula (sheet to be laid out with the u~right mark to
the left): be~een chain-lines x and x (count the wide lines from
the left); in rarentheses A=abgewandt (grid side down), Z= zugewandt (grid side up) or 7; after a comma, a bracket may be used
to indicate that the left edge of the sheet is cut (if the right
is cut, the bracket is placed before the next comma); distance
from left edge to first chain-line in mm; + number of normal (N)
fields between chain-lines and, in parentheses, width in mm; ~
distance from last chain-line to ri9ht edge in mm; after a comma,
frequency of laid-lines on 1 em.
NB. This formula is given only if the watermark data are of decisive
importance to the dating or localization of the ms. It was developed on the basis of the article by Th.GERARDY. "Beschreibung des
in Manuskripten und Drucken vorkommenden Papiers." codicoZogica 5
(Leiden 1980) :37-51

Il
U

3.9 Rule of Gregory
e.g. hlf flh hlf

flh. Commentary on quality etc. of parchment.
represents the disposition of hair- (h) and
the parchment in the quires (the first half is
structure varies, the predominant is given first
number (cf. above 3.5) the divergent

The rule of Gregory
flesh- (f) sides of
sufficient); if the
and after the quire

3.10 Mise en page
~col. wll. (~), formula. RU 0 mm.
e.g. 2col. 29ll. (f.135), DzurDva-Stancev 1+(1+1)+(1+1} (1+1)/(1+1). EU
8,6 mm.
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~

number of columns on a page

w predominant number of writing 1 ines
~

page (recto) from which the data are taken

Formula choice of three:
1. the measurement-oriented Gilissen-formula (default; cf. L.GILISSEll. "Un element codicologique trap peu exploite: la reglure."

Scriptorium 23(1969):150-162):
a(b)c(d)e(f)g] (E) x [h(i)j]
where a-g represent the distances in mm between fold, vertical ru
lings and edge (from left to right) and h-j between edges and ho~

-+

rizontal rul ings (from top to bottom); brackets indicate cuts, an
gular brackets enclose written spaces; E is the sum of b-f, i .e.the overall width of the writing field; in our example from the
Izbornik of 1073, the formula would read 32(65)26(65)34,26] (156)
x [15,26(235)30,30]
2. the typologically oriented Ozurova-Stancev-formula (cf. A.OZUROVA,
K.STANCEV, tl.JAPUNOZIC. Catalogo dei manoscritti slavi della Biblioteca Vaticana. Sofia 1985:216-221):
-+

n+(n+n)+n+(n+n)+n n/n

where n represents the number of lines that form a single border,
+ a field (parentheses enclose empty fields) and a slash the hori
zontal division

3. for the layout of commented texts, the indication of class and
subdivision in the Powitz-typology (cf. G.POWITl. "Text us cum com
menta." Codices Manuscripti 5(1979) :80-87)

RU ruling unit,
o

i

.~.

the mean distance between writing-lines

distance between top and bottom writin~-line (or between top of
of upper and top of lower writina) divided by the number of lines
minus 1

3.11 Ru ling
3.12 Prickings
Particulars of rulinr (where? with what? how?) and rrickings (for
which I ines? by folium or by quire? etc.) can be recorded here
4.1 Script of text

c.g.

Nomenclature;
Uncial;
Nomenclature of the type of script of the main text without mention
of individual features

4.2 Hands

c.g.

n hands.
2 hands.
n number of different hands

4.3 Commentary
Limits of hands, identification of scribes and particulars of script,
ink, (dis)continuity of work etc. can be recorded here
4.4 Glosses
4.5 Notes
Particulars of glosses and notes (language? script? dating? etc.)
can be recorded here; the text of notes can be recorded in sections

7.4-7.6 below
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4.6 Punctuation
4.7 Corrections
4.8 Rubrication
4.9 Abbreviations
4.10 Other signs
A point can be placed here to mark the presence of the feature without any commentary; if necessary, particulars of punctuation (form
and function of special signs &c.), corrections (by whom? to which
extent? with which reference marks?), rubrics (if not cinnabar: which
colour? by whom? together with initials, paragraph marks &c? are there
unexecuted representants?), abbreviations (peculiarities, frequency
&c.), and other signs (e.g. Glagol itic in Cyrillic text, consistent
accentuation, musical notation, cryptography &c.) can be recorded here
NB. If in 4.2 (cf. above) different hands are distinguished, they
should be marked in 4.3 by letters A,B,C &c., and the data sub 4.64.10 should be specified separately for each letter
5.1 ILLUMINATION: General observations
General observations, dating and localizing features of illumination,
as well as parallels in other mss can be recorded here
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8

Capitals
Cadels (ornament adjoining letters of upper or lower lines)
Line-fillers
Initials
Borders
Illustrations
Calendars
Tables
A point can be placed here to mark the presence of the feature without any commentary; if necessary, particulars (with indication of
size by comparison to writing lines or page format, as well as place
in the ms) of capitals (contours, filling, I i,atures &c.), cadels
(on letter stems or loose &c.), line-fillers (form, frequency &c.),
initials (form, style, colour &c.), borders (placement· orientation
is recommended on the terminology of J.D. FARQUHAR. "The Manuscript
as a Book," in: S.HINDMAN, J.D.FARQUHAR. Pen to Press. Illustrated
Manuscripts and Printed Books in the First Century of Printing. Baltimore 1977:68-77,
style, colour &c.), illustrations (what? related to text? on inserted sheet? &c.), calendars and tables can be
recorded here

6.1 Binding sentence
C. n6 (particulars), A boards, covered B, decorated r, by ~ at E,
size OXTIX~ mm.
C.
20 (1981), boards, covered with light-grey leather, by G.Z.Byko~.g.
va at Moskva, size 358x258x?8 mm.

22

n century in arabic numerals, preceded by C.
6 if necessary, quarter century in letters (cf. 1.7 above)
Particulars cf. 1.7 above; if the binding is restored, restored and
the date of restoration are entered here
A material, e.g. wooden, cardboard &c.
B material, e.g. with velvet, with leather &c. and indication (without punctuation) of quality, provenance, colour &c.

r if necessary, general indication of decoration, ~.g. by stamping
6 name of binder or workshop, if known
E place of binding, if known
o height in the middle of the board
TI width in the middle of the board
¢ thickness in de middle of the base of the (delicately) closed book
NB. Irrelevant mentions are omitted

6.2.1 Cover
6.2.2 Spine
6.2.3 Border-edge
6.2.4 Infold
6.2.5 Headbands
6.2.6 Edge
6.2.7 Clasps
6.2.8 Mounting
6.2.9 Paste-downs
6.2.10 Restauration
A point can be placed here to mark the presence of the feature without any commentary; if necessary, particulars of the binding elements
can be recorded here

6.3 Commentary
General observations, dating and localizing features of the binding,
as well as parallels in other mss can be recorded here

7.1 Colophon
~.g.

~, Text.
F.263c, V7 Zehto. HZ2fp//a. napisa iohann7 diak7 izbor6nik7 s6. veZikououmou kn8zju st//osZavou.

~ folio or pa~e (cf. above 2.2)
Text.if possible, quoted in full

7.2 Subscription
Name(s) of scribe(s), date and place, as well as manner of writing,
if indicated in the colophon, can be recorded here in modern language (if necessary, with comments)

7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

Commissioner
Users
Owners
User-owners
Names of persons who commissioned, owned or used the ms (if indistinguishable, to be entered under 7.6) can be recorded here, as well
as all remaining traces of their activity (with reference to folio
or page and, if necessary, with comments)

7.7 Acquisition
e.g.

Bu Z ~ro~ I at K, V.
By th~ SinodaZ'naja BibZioteka from the Voskresenskij Novo-IerusaZimskij Monastyr', 1834.
Z name of new owner
I
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name of former owner

K if necessary, place of transfer
V year, if necessary, with prepositions (not) before, (not) after

NB. If several successive transfers of ownership are known, they are
recorded in chronological succession, separated by a semicolon
8 Evaluation

A comprehensive evaluation or confrontation of the data recorded, as
well as a comparison to data of other mss can be given here

9 Bib! iography
[A V) ~ Pubtication data.
~.g.
[zukovskaja 1983b)
(L.P.Zukovskaja) led.}, Izbornik Svjatostava
1073 goda. Naui'!nyj apparat faksimit'nogo izdanija, Moskva 1983.

A author's last name
V year of pUblication, if necessary, followed by a distinctive letter
NB. The full publication data, after ~, need be given only once, either in a description or in a separate bibliographical file; the recommended format is [A V), if necessary, followed by references to
volume, page &c.

NB2. Catatogues of collections and expositions are taken into primary consideration, auction catalogues only if they contain a comprehensive description of the ms (if not, they are listed sub 7.5 or
7.5); studies and text editions are listed only if they explicitely
refer to the ms in question
10 References

e.g.

Date, Country, ptace, Institution, Nwne, Basis; fitenwne.
22 Aug 198?, NL, Nijmegen, KUN, W.R.Veder, Facsimite edition; sinod
1043.
Date of completion of description or update
Country cf. above 1.1
Ptace cf. above 1.1
Institution cf. Repository above 1.1
Nwne of describer(s)
Basis of description, e.g. de visu, microfitm (where kept?) &c.
fitename of the SDDR-file containing the above description
NB. References of updates of a description are added, not put in
place of the references of the original description

Notational conventions (optional):
{}
()
[)

10

0·
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quotation from ms
place name
name of person or institution
bibl iographic reference
surerscript 0
6
0
6

TRANSLITERATION

(cf.
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t. EH
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loll JA
IoC JE
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to eh
ju
ja
Hl je
If< 8
Hl

til

a

8h
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t'" jq
3 k3
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II th
v 4

Super- and subscripts -

pc =

l z3

ii j

Ii

II X
lU OH

CT'&

gh

i.dh

e e

S 22
~ 2

n

TPAHCfll1TEPAl.\l1R

a
s b

AD

H

:6·:89)

nOIlQTQ K1.Ht1rOntH.bHA Hi

II A
B B
II V
r G

~

r'iiijn~

HaAcTpo4H~e

H

nOACTp04H~e

3HaKH

stl17
r/ch/e

#alleiIp/IzlI

For accent marks the use of the signs p. 26-27 is recommended.
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~nR 3HaKOB YAapeHHR peKoMeHAyeTcR Hcnonb30saHHe 3HaKOB Ha CTp.

26-27.

COMPUTER -

KOMnb~TEP

The data given are valid for IBM compatible computers with a minImum of
128 kB RAM under MS DOS 2.0 or higer version. The use of multiple (including the Cyrillic) keyboards requires an EGA card and monitor. Queries can
be addressed to the address p. 8-9.
UaHH~e OTHOCRTCR K KOMnbDTepaM T~na H~M c M~H~ManbHO~ pa604e~ naMRTb~ B
128 KG nOA onepa4~oHHoH c~cTeMoH MS DOS Bepc~~ 2.0 ~n~ B~we. ~cnonb30BaH~e
pa3HblX

(B 1."'t.

KHPHnIH14eCKOH)

KIlaSHaTYP Tpe6yeT

HBIlH4J.1e rpa(J>H4eCKOH

KapTbl

H 3KpaHa BbiCOKoro paapeweHHR. BonpocbI npOCHM HanpaSHTb Ha aApec Ha CTp.

Oi rectory

9.

Cnpaa04HHK nporpaMM

1 SDDR

• DOC
2 SDDR
.CFG
3 SDDR
.EXE
40SDDR
.EXE
5 PCC
.SYN
6 SPCC
.SYN
? OUT
.EXE
8 DISK
.RAW
9 CONFIG
• SDD
10 FONT
• COM
11 lfiZenameJ.SDD

1 Documentation on use and customization; 2-6 SOOR program proper; ? program for comprehensive display of description; 8 additional memory space
for computers with less than 256 kB RAM (may be removed after use of SOOR);
9-10 multiple keyboard use- and configuration program; 11 format of descri~
ticn fi lenames.
Hcnonb30BaHH~ H npHcnoco6neHH~ SDDR; 2-6 co6cTseHHo nporpaMMaTypa SDDR; 7 nporpaMMa no CBOAHOMy BocnpOH3BeAeHH~ onHcaHHR; 8 AononHHTenbHaR naMRTb AIlR KOMnb~TepOB naMRTb~ MeHee 256 K6 (cTHpaeTcR nacne HC-

1 nOKYMeHTa4HR no

nOIlb30BaHHR SDDR); 9-10 nporpaMMa no Hcnonb30BaHH~ H npHcnoc06neHHn pa3HWX
KnaBHaTyp; 11 $OpMaT HMeHH ~aHna onHcaHHR pKn.

Start Latin-script only program:
A)

B~30B nporpaMM~

TonbKO

naT~HCKoro

wp~~Ta:

SOOR (cr) *
INSYNTAX PCC (cr)

Start multiple-keyboard program:

B~30B nporpaMM~ pa3H~X

KnaBHaTyp:

A) FONT. COM (cr)
A) SOOR (cr)

INSPCC (cr)*'
Start display of description:

B~30B BocnpOH3BeAeHHR ~aHna onHcaHHR

pKn:

A) OUT f i Iename

Start update of description:
A) OUT fi lename[)FILE]

*

carriage return = B03BpaT; ** Switch keyboards
nepeKn~4eH~e KnaB~aTYP: SHIFT-F1 (C~-F1) - Latin (naT~HcK~~), SHIFT-F2 - Cyrillic or user defined (K~p~nn~4ecK~H ~n~ APyroH), SHIFT-F3 - user defined (APyroH); to
de 1ete, use' CT~paTb 6YKBbi c nOMOlllb~ SHIFT-DEL.
(cr)
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